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Abstract: Software Configuration Management (SCM) aims to control the devel-
opment of complex software systems. Traditional SCM systems treat text files as
central artifacts, so they are mainly developed for source code. Such a system is
not suitable for model-based software development with model-centric artifacts.
When applying traditional systems to model-based software development, new
challenges such as model mapping, differentiation, and merging arise. Many
existing methods mainly use UML or domain-specific languages to determine
model differences. However, as far as we know, there is no such technology
for System Modeling Language (SysML) models. SysML covers the entire devel-
opment life cycle of various complex systems, covering information, processes,
hardware and software. SysML contains nine types of diagrams for system mod-
eling. One of them is the SysML requirement diagram, which is used to capture
the functional requirements of the system. We propose a differentiation method
for the SysML demand model. We recommend to create a SysML requirement
model in the CASE tool first, and then export the SysML model in the form of
XMI. Then, we parse the XMI representation through difference calculations. Final-
ly, we summarize the results in annotated form. We implemented our method in a
satellite system case study and demonstrated the experimental use of the method.

Keywords: Software configuration management; model-driven engineering;
systems modeling language; model differencing; requirement diagram

1 Introduction

The development of complex software system development requires coordination between different
team members working in actual projects [1]. Among them, configuration management is accomplished
by identifying, organizing, and controlling the modification of the software being built by the
programming team [2]. In a complex and extended system, maintaining discipline is the main goal of
configuration management [2–5]. Xu Gang et al. [1] clearly pointed out that the Capability Maturity
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Model Integration (CMMI) only provides software setup guidelines, so the lack of a clear workflow model
leads to increased budgets. In this regard, software configuration management (SCM) is the specialization of
computer programs and related documents. Among them, many tasks need to be performed, such as
difference detection between software artifacts, version management, conflict detection, etc. [6]. Such a
model is the only source of information in our software engineering. However, the lack of a controllable
mechanism will lead to high costs, project delays and quality problems [7].

Many existing methods mainly use Unified Modeling Language (UML) or domain-specific languages
(UML) to determine model differences [8–10]. In this regard, Model Driven Engineering (MDE) aims to
reduce the complexity of software development by treating models as central artifacts [11–13]. This type
of model must be designed, analyzed, and maintained according to the version control mechanism, and
the quality of the model must be ensured. However, while treating models as core artifacts, traditional
SCM systems also present new challenges. For many reasons, traditional version control systems (VCS)
(such as Subversion) and concurrent version control systems (CVS) are not suitable for performing
configuration management tasks on models. For example, in MDE software, documents are both text files
and models, just like different types of diagrams in UML. These diagrams are usually stored in XML
Metadata Interchange (XMI) format to facilitate interpretation and manipulation of system models. The
order of these parts of the text has nothing to do with the file. Therefore, the CASE tool can store parts
representing classes or other chart elements in any order. The order of the text lines and their layout
information is not important for model distinction and model merging operations. To this end, System
Modeling Language (SysML) may be helpful because it spans the entire development life cycle of
various complex systems, covering information, processes, hardware, and software. For system modeling,
SysML consists of nine types of diagrams. One of these diagrams is a SysML requirement diagram,
which is used to capture the functional requirements of the system. However, as far as the author knows,
there is no method that covers the model differences and version control methods of SysML models.

In this article, we propose the SysML demand model difference method. The method we propose
includes creating a SysML requirement model in the CASE tool, exporting the SysML model in XMI
representation, parsing the XMI representation, performing difference calculations and finally displaying
the difference results in the form of annotations. We implemented the proposed method in a case study of
satellite systems and showed its usefulness.

The rest of this article is arranged as follows. Section 2 introduces related work. Section 3 articulates the
demand design of the satellite system in the form of case study. Section 4 focuses on the solution to the
demand difference proposed for the SysML model. Section 5 presents the results of our experiment.
Section 6 draws conclusions and makes recommendations for future work.

2 Related Work

There are several model-based SCM solutions in the literature. In the following, we will focus on
research work related to MDE, model version control and SysML.

The model is stored in a centralized location in the MDE environment. The evolution of MDE is a new
standard that can control the extensive use of models in the entire software development process [14]. It
improves the level of design abstraction level to provide model portability, interoperability,
maintainability and reusability [15]. From the developer’s point of view, an important problem is the lack
of good tool support for creating software programs in a simple and effective way [16]. This shift has
brought some new research challenges. In order to achieve team-based model development, model
version control is one of the challenges [17]. The rise of new challenges has caused active research areas
ranging from model differentiation to model merging. Therefore, efforts are being made to contribute to
this new stimulating research field [17]. A centralized software engineering version control system is
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needed, which should allow a team of developers to operate on the specified model at the same time, and
is sufficient to integrate model operations to obtain a merged version of the new model [18,19]. In
Koegel et al. [20], an extensive summary of the VCS Alliance functions for software artifacts discusses
advanced systems for model artifacts and provides an important competition for considering future model
version control systems [20]. A comparison of state-based and operation-based methods is discussed in
Wang et al. [21], which is used to check and understand model changes. The new era of SysML
modeling language has been jointly developed and standardized by the Object Management Group
(OMG) and the International Council of Systems Engineering (INCOSE) [22–24].

The use of SysML has brought many benefits and potentials in several complex applications such as
avionics [25–27]. In order to design complex systems, SysML provides simple graphics. It covers not
only the software aspects of complex systems, but also the hardware aspects. Among them, it simplifies
the system description in the early design stage with graphical symbols and easy-to-understand methods
[28]. The expression control and simulation functions of SysML contribute to the early prototype design,
verification and validation of the system [29]. An outstanding work of CubeSat with the help of SysML
is discussed in Bahcivan et al. [30]. We can find the model-based SysML for CubeSat framework and its
application in the Radio Aurora Explorer task in Sayanjali et al. [31]. Another method using SysML is
applied to remote sensing satellite systems to use infrared technology to capture images [32]. Among them,
the use case extractor evaluates the automatic evaluation of the use case model. In Muetzelfeldt et al. [33],
the diagram was designed in Star UML and exported to a UML file, which was stored and retrieved in the
database for automatic evaluation. Another study studied the difference and combination of models in the
version control system [34]. In the version control system, the distinction, merging and union of the two
models used to detect conflicts and their solutions have been completed. One of the main examples of using
meta-identifiers to exchange meta-models with Object Management Group (OMG) standards is discussed in
García-Holgado et al. [35]. The research in Maoz et al. [36] focused on the management of model changes
developed over time. In Lanceloti et al. [37], the author proposed a UML model parser in XMI format to
facilitate data processing. The main purpose of creating XMI is to obtain a standard method of exchange in
UML models. In Deeptimahanti et al. [38], the author uses the domain-independent tool UMGAR to
describe the UML model generator from natural language. The tool also provides visualization of UML-
generated models that provide a general XMI parser and supporting models (including relationships). This
function is of great significance to UML modeling using tools in the future.

3 Requirement Design

The SysML requirement diagram is used to express the traceability between requirements. Typically,
text-based requirements will be generated to show the requirements and their relationships, including their
IDs and specifications. The abbreviation of the demand graph is Req, including the namespace. In our
example, the Req graph namespace is a task statement. The framework can be expressed in any form of
the following model elements, including packaging, models, model libraries, and views. The requirements
presented in the system have the prototype <<Requirement>> and its ID and text-based description. In
our case, four requirements were created for the satellite conceptual requirements map, as shown in
Fig. 2. These requirements are mission description, transfer, ID = 12, advancement, ID = 10, payload,
ID = 11. The relationship numbers used in the demand diagram are tracking, derivation of requests, and
verification. The trace relationship describes the type of dependency relationship. In our case, the tracking
relationship means that system requirements will be tracked to task requirements. Since derivation,
request to display the child elements of the parent element. Therefore, both the propulsion force and the
payload come from the transmission requirements. Verify another relationship used in the model, which is
a behavior created in the system to show the function of a specific structure. It can be defined anywhere
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in the system model. In our case study, simulation tests can verify actual transmission requirements. Test
cases are used to verify all system requirements.

For the application of model version control and differentiation technology, the two versions of the
demand diagram are designed as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In accordance with the changes in requirements,
two system requirements have been added in the next version 2, namely “flight control computer” and
“guidance and control” which depend on the transfer requirements. These system requirements are
marked with IDs 09 and 08, respectively. The relationship between transmission requirements and system
requirements specifications is represented by a solid line with a circled plus sign. Contains the transfer of
the namespace represents the elements of the package system requirements specification.

4 Proposed Approach

We show the integrated diagram of the proposed demand differentiation method in Fig. 3. The main four
steps include different sub-methods and functions of our method. The component “model generation”means
a model created in the CASE environment. Component XMI generation automatically generates files for
parsing through StarUML. The parsing model component is used to parse the exported model using code
generation in the Java language. The version control component is used to compare between version 1
and version 2 of the XMI requirement map stored in the repository. The result shows the required
mapping, model nodes added and deleted.

To perform our work, we used two softwares, namely StarUML for the development of SysML models,
and JavaNetBeens/MySQL for parsing and distinguishing methods. The open source free modeling software
StarUML is used to develop fast and extensible system models. The software has true model-driven
architecture (MDA) support, and also provides an XMI export function, which is necessary for the

Figure 1: Requirement diagram version 1 (Satellite)
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method to calculate the model version by automatically generating code from the UML generated diagram to
realize the difference algorithm. NetBeans IDE is a full-featured platform for developing various JAVA
applications. It is open source and provides extensive support for MySQL database for repository
generation and user access control. It contains an easy-to-use interface with high productivity and speed.

Figure 2: Requirement diagram version 2 (Satellite)

Figure 3: Integrated diagram of approach (Work Flow)
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4.1 Automatic XMI Generation

All system models are produced in StarUML, which is a free design tool and has the function of
automatic XMI export. XMI provides a standard method for exchanging information between
stakeholders. The special purpose of XMI is to transfer system models generated in different tools to each
other. XMI follows the standards of W3C, UML (OMG) and Meta Object Function (MOF). Fig. 4 shows
the process of XMI export. The generated XMI is stored in a central repository for version control and
controlled access to perform model differentiation methods.

4.2 Parsing Automated XMI

Parsing (or syntax analysis) is the process of analysing XMI content. Operate on such contents of XMI to
extract requirements and their relationships. The exported XMI of version 1 and version 2 of the demand map
stored in the resource library is parsed by the JAVA parser. The code used to parse the XMI file is shown in Fig. 5.

4.3 Model Differencing

We define “Model Diff” as a measure of similarity and difference between different model versions. Most
of the previously completed research was motivated by UML-generated models. The amount of research
focused on the model differences of use cases and UML class diagrams. The purpose of this research is to
develop model-based software solutions for the unrealized SysML demand model. The calculation process
of the model difference between the two demand diagrams of SysML is explored as follows:

� Delta Δ Calculation Delta is calculated as difference of models.

� Selection of Case Study SysML Requirement Diagram Versions.

� Algorithm Design Difference Calculation.

Figure 4: XMI export using StarUML
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Figure 5: Java code for XMI parsing

4.3.1 Delta Calculation
The difference between the two versions of the model is called Delta Δ. We will compare storage

version 1 and version 2 and increments. Two versions of the demand graph are mapped to calculate Delta Δ:

� Requirements version 1 Requirements version 2 (Added)

� Requirements version 1 Requirements version 2 (Removed)

� Dependent Elements of Ver 1 Dependent Element of version 2 (Added/Removed)

� Dependencies version 1 Dependencies of version 2 (Added/Removed)

� Relationships version 1 Relationships version 2 (Added/Removed)

Delta of models can be computed as: ReqModel2 – ReqModel1 = Delta Δ.

4.3.2 Model Comparison Criteria
Only in identifiable situations can two different versions of the model be compared. The object can be

identified only if it has a unique identifier with a certain structure inside the model. Otherwise, it will not be
recognized as a model object.

The basic structure of the model should remain unchanged, while the track of change only belongs to the
same project. The information that needs to be considered needs to be defined for each model and its new
instance (or version). Multiple models need to define different comparison standards. Methods can be
classified based on the following criteria:

� Standards based on unique identifiers: Each item has a unique identifier.
� Criteria based on similarity: Syntactic information based on comparison items.

� Language-specific standards: Only apply to specific languages.

4.3.3 ReqDiff Algorithm
The two different versions of the requirements model are stored in the following pattern:

� Mapped Requirements MR [ ] (for model requirements that are similar in both versions)
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� Deleted Requirements DR [ ] (for model requirements present in version1 and are deleted in version 2)

� New Requirements NR [ ] (for model requirements that are newly added)

CheckMR [], CheckDR [], CheckNR [] process two different versions of the demand model as input and
generate two sets of outputs. a) MRSet [] and b) ChangeSet []. MRSet[] contains similar model elements in the
two versions, and Changeset[] contains specific model elements that have changed compared to version 2.

Consider comparing the structural and syntactic properties of two model elements. Structured attributes
store the relationship and dependency information between model elements. Instead, the syntactic
information contains the demand name and text description of a specific name, including its ID number.
The working principle of the difference algorithm is as follows. First, compare all requirements in
version 1 of the chart with all requirements in version 2 for mapping sets, adding sets, and deleting sets.
Similarly, all the dependencies and their types in version 1 are mapped with the dependencies of
version 2, and the addition and deletion sets are compared.

Algorithm 1: – comparenodes ()

Output: Requirements Elements of Version 1 and Version 2

1. Get V1 header node;

2. Get V2 header node;

3. Set V1Flag, V2Flag, ResultFlag to FALSE

4. For all requirement nodes R1 in V1 traverseV1 do

5. For all requirement nodes R2 in V2 traverseV2 do

6. If R1.id = R2.id then

7. For all R1.name do

8. Compare R1.name with R2.name

9. If R1 Not = R2 then

10. R1 is deleted node – DR

11. V1Falg = true

12. End if

13. End for

14. For all R2.name do

15. Compare R2.name with R1.name

16. If R2 Not = R1 then

17. R2 is added node – NR

18. V2Falg = true

19. End if

20. End for

21. For all R2.edges do

22. Compare R2.edge with R1.edge

23. If R2.edgetype = R1.edgetype and R2.edge = R1.edge then
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Algorithm 1 (continued).

24. Set edge changed to R2.edge from R1.edge

25. V3Flag = true

26. End if

27. End for

28. End for

Algorithm 2: – Deletednodes ()

Output: Deleted Requirements Elements of Version 1 and Version 2

1. If V3Flag = false then

2. Add V1 to DR

3. For all V1.edges do

4. Set V1.edge as deleted edge

5. End for

6. For all V1 nodes do

7. Traverse V1 nodestype = node V1

8. Set edge as deleted edge

9. End For

10. End if

Algorithm 3: – Newnodes ()

Output: New Requirements Elements of Version 1 and Version 2

1. For all requirement nodes R2 in V2 traverseV2 do

2. For all requirement nodes R1 in V1 traverseV1 do

3. If R2.id = R1.id then

4. V1Flag = true

5. End if

6. End For

7. If V1 Flag = False then

8. Add R2 to new node

9. For all R2.edges do

10. Mark R2.edge as new requirement

11. End for

12. End if

13. End for
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Case study 1 (satellite) analyzed the information extracted from demand models 1 and 2, and its output is
shown in Fig. 6. The version 1 requirements diagram outputs all the requirements mentioned in the first
model. On the other hand, requirement version 2 produces the output of all requirements used in the
second version of the model. The version differences are shown in the last two rows, where version 1
shows zero differences, while version 2 describes the new system requirements for guidance and control
and flight control computers.

This section discusses the results of the implementation. The model differentiation result of the demand
diagram is called Delta Δ label. Tab. 1 shows the total number of differences found in version 1 (V1) and
version 2 (V2). In the case study, there are 6 demand in V1 and 8 demand in V2. In this case, the
increment is 2. Fig. 7 shows the incremental graph between the requirements of V1 and V2.

Tab. 2 shows the detailed differences between the case studies between V1 and V2. In this case study,
two requirements “guidance and control” and “flight control computer” have been added to version 2. The
difference in the relationship between V1 and V2 of the two case studies is shown in the Tab. 3. There are
4 relations in V1 and 6 relations in V2. Therefore, the gain (Δ) is 2. In Fig. 8, we obtain the increment
between the relationships. In V1, there are 10 (06 + 04)/10 (04 + 06) requirements and the sum of their
relationships. In V1, there are 14 (08 + 06)/14 (06 + 08) requirements and their relationships in V2.
Tab. 4 shows the relationship and the total number of relationships. Among them, the total Delta Δ
count is 4.

Figure 6: Parsed output of requirement diagram version 1 and version 2 with model differencing
(a) Experiment result version 1 (b) Experiment result version 1

Table 1: Detail of Delta (Δ) between requirement diagrams

Case Study Total No. of
Requirements
V1

Total No. of
Requirements
V2

Delta between
Requirement Diagrams
Δ (V2 - V1)

1 6 8 2
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Figure 7: Delta graph of requirement diagram in version 1 and version 2

Table 2: Delta (Δ) between requirement diagram

Case
Study

Requirements
Unchanged in
V1 and V2

Requirements
Added in V2

Requirements
Deleted in V1

Requirements
shifted in v2

Requirements
Modified in
V2

Total No.
of Delta -
Δ(V1,V2)

1 6 2 0 0 0 8

Table 3: Delta (Δ) between total numbers of relationships

Case Study Total No. of Relationships Total No. of Relationships Delta between relationships
V1 and V2

Version 1 Version 2 Δ (V1, V2)

1 4 6 2

0

2

4

6

Version 1 Version 2 Δ (V1, V2)

Case Study 1

Case Study 1

Figure 8: Graph of delta relationships case study 1

Table 4: Delta (Δ) between total number of requirements and relationships

Case
Study

Total No. of
Requirements

Total No. of
Relationship

Total No. of
Requirements

Total No. of
Relationship

Delta between
V1 and V2

Version 1 Version 2 Δ (V1, V2)

1 6 4 8 6 4
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5 Conclusions

In this article, we discussed configuration management issues in model-based software configuration
management. We divide the SCM system into file-based and model-based SCM systems. The traditional
SCM system is a file or text-based system (for example, a source code management system). Software
development is a model-centric process in which MDE applies UML models for analysis and design
purposes. Since the models are conceptual diagrams, they cannot be treated as text files. For this reason,
file-based SCM systems are only valid for source code files or other text software artifacts. However,
they are not valid for software artifacts with graphical representations. We propose a model-based SCM
solution for the SCM activity and difference detection represented by the model. We apply the method to
the analysis phase of software development, where the demand diagram is used to capture the demand.
Because the traditional file-based SCM system cannot handle the paradigm shift of MDE in software
development. However, our approach performs SCM activities at the appropriate abstraction level of the
SysML model. The proposed technology can also be used as a future extension for verification and
validation of the design system. Models developed in SysML can be simulated. This can be achieved by
using some simulation tools (e.g. Modilica). Before actual development and implementation, the designed
system can be fully tested, which will save costs and reduce errors. Version control tools can also be
applied to new models to track changes and manage version control.
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